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AS SIMPLE AS  Æ Б Ç

This meeting of  the Universal Confederation of  Alphabet Trades unanimously agrees that the
discrimination against the use of  brother and sister letters from foreign alphabets is inconsistent
with  the  internationalism  which  acts  as  the  foundation  of  our  movement.   Therefore,  the
Conference has agreed to campaign for the introduction of  foreign letters where and when possible
into all documents over which the Confederation has any influence.  

Well,  it  was  a  nice  try.   But  even  this  modest  and  mealy-mouthed  wording  of  the  draft
agreement resulted in heated debates in the Conference:  just how much could be made of
foreign letters in newspapers, books, official letters, school-reports, comics?  
‘If  we start down this road,' warned the narrow-minded members of  the All-British Upright
Letters League (BULL), 'then we'll end up with no jobs for our British letters, and all documents
will be under the control of  our foreign competitors.’
The International Tendency, contrariwise, pointed out that many of  the letters recognised by
the All-British League were also recognised by most of  the European Societies, and so there
was very little to fear.
As for the  JAGS (the Joined-Up Writing Action Group), they had a position which needlessly
clouded the entire issue.
In the  end a  compromise  was  reached and everyone  seemed satisfied with the  agreement.
Until,  that  is,  the  finalised  official  wording  came  out,  which  bore  no  trace  of  the  verbal
agreement whatsoever.
To begin with, the fraternal  delegates from the European countries demanded – against all
precedent – voting rights.  Their argument was simple – if  their letters were to be represented
in the new orthography, then the Europeans had a right – nay, a responsibility - to look after
them.
‘We  denounce  þøs  insular  ågræment!’  shouted  the  representative  of  the  Scandinavian
Brotherhood of  Odd Letters (SKOLARS), to loud cheers from Finns, Danes and some northern
Germans.
‘We refuse to exit from this meeting without that the agreement is otherly worded,’ warned the
Neohellenist Alphaphiles, wagging a finger. The French demanded inclusion of  à, á, ç, è, é and
ô at verifiable intervals, the Spanish were insistent on the international rights of  ¿ as a valid
interrogatory symbol, and the Germans refused to vote on anything which did not include the
ä, the ö, the ü and particularly the Ä, the Ö and the Ü.  A full-scale argument ensued.  But when
the Cyrillic Federation delegate from Moscow got to her feet, and before she said anything at
all, the platform knew something had to be done.

So the text was cautiously re-written.

But no sooner had the amended text been agreed, and puzzled over a little by the assembled
delegates, than a voice from the floor was heard:
‘And what about us FULS?  What about us Frequently Used Letters, then?  We have kept this
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country going - when do we get our days off ?’
‘Right!   What  about  us!’  shouted  some  of  his  colleagues,  mostly  those  wearing  tee-shirts
emblazoned with large E's and T's and R's.  ‘Payback time!’
‘Aye, and what about us?  When do we get full employment?’  This complaint came from the
JAK'ZZIS,  which  comprised  the  more zealous  delegates  of  J and  Z and  K.  This  in  turn
triggered a tirade from a splinter-group of  the Q persuasion who wished to break all ties with
the  letter  U (‘satanic  parasites’  Q called  them).   When  the  U-Tu  group  objected  to  this
characterisation,  a  fight  broke out  and order  had to be restored  by  the  heavies  from “L’s
Angels”.
A resolution to these factional problems was less easy to negotiate, and candles were burning
far  into  the  night.   But  at  last,  bleary-eyed  at  dawn,  the  President  of  the  Confederation
emerged,  brandishing a piece of  paper which he proclaimed to be the ‘most  фar-reaκing
dokюmönt of  þiß çäntury’.  Having spelled out this statement to the satisfaction of  the Press,
he then distributed copies of  the fully-amended text of  the Conference declaration:

Θis méting ôf  zhe Яniversal Confederašön ôf  Alphabjt Trades unanimøsly
âgrïz that  þe discriminaшon agänst thj use ôf  bröther ánd sistep lètters
from forägn álphabjts is incônsistent wizh the internašonalism qwich acts
as thj føndašn ôf  ør movement.  Furzher, the Confederatiön has agreed to
introdüç  фoreign  lètters  into  åll  documents  which  âre  ißued  by  zhe
Confederäšön.
Θis Konferenç ôf  the Confederaшön ålsö ágrés that the imbalançs in  þe
use ôf  çertän domestic lètters néds to be rektiψied by the юse ôf  þositive
discriminašön  ánd  the  introdukšon  ôf  compulsory  rest-dayз for  over-
emπloyed lètters.  Konferenç will review these decisions and the æctions
arisiñ therefrom at a special qongreß next Φebruary.
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